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Tunji Adeniyi-Jones 
 
Adeniyi-Jones finds inspiration for his figurative paintings in West African history and mythology 
and in his own Yoruban heritage. Artforum magazine has compared him to Matisse. The son of 
Nigerian immigrants, he was born and raised in London and earned an MFA from Yale. The 
Dallas Museum of Art owns one of his paintings and he has had solo shows in New York, 
London and Los Angeles. 



	  
	  
NEWS 

ARTISTS SELECTED FOR KEHINDE WILEY’S INAUGURAL 
RESIDENCY PROGRAM IN SENEGAL  
 
July 23, 2019  
 

Black Rock Senegal, the residency program launched by 
artist Kehinde Wiley earlier this year, announced today 
that sixteen multidisciplinary artists have been invited to 
live and work in Dakar from August to April 2020. In 
addition to receiving room and board, the artists have 
access to individual studio space and will be given a 
stipend for supplies and other incidentals. 
 
The participants were selected from more than seven 
hundred applicants by a committee comprising artist and 
producer Swizz Beatz; Thelma Golden, director and chief 

curator of the Studio Museum in Harlem; Thomas Lax, curator of performance and media art at the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York; Christine Riding, head of the curatorial department at the National 
Gallery in London; and artists Mickalene Thomas and Carrie Mae Weems. 
 
“I discovered Dakar on a layover in 1997, back when Air Afrique was the sole provider of flights from 
the west to Nigeria,” Wiley said when he conceived of the program in March. “It was my first visit to 
Africa and I was immediately enraptured by Senegalese language, food, art, culture, and tradition.” 
 
He added: “Black Rock stands as the direct answer to my desire to have an uncontested relationship with 
Africa, the filling in of a large void that I share with many African Americans. With this project I wanted 
to explore my own personal relationship with Africa while inviting artists to do the same and to galvanize 
the growing artistic and creative energies that exist in Africa in an increasing measure with the addition of 
diverse, international, creative possibility.” 
 
The artists-in-residence are as follows: 
 
Tunji Adeniyi-Jones (United Kingdom) 

Laurence Bonvin (Switzerland) 

Sonya Clark (United States) 

Yagazie Emezi (Nigeria) 

Nona Faustine (United States) 

Devin B. Johnson (United States) 

Heather Jones (United States) 

Grace Lynne (United States) 

Zanoxolo Sylvester Mqeku (South Africa) 

Kelechi Njoku (Nigeria) 

Chelsea Odufu (United States) 

Kambui Olujimi (United States) 

Zohra Opoku (Ghana) 

Rafael RG (Brazil) 

Tajh Rust (United States) 

Ytasha Womack (United States) 

 

Black Rock Senegal , located on the coast  in  
Yoff  Virage, Dakar , 2019. 



Tunji Adeniyi-Jones 

NICELLE BEAUCHENE GALLERY 
327 Broome Street 
November 16–December 23 

In all but one of the eight large paintings 
on view in Tunji Adeniyi-Jones’s assured 
solo debut, a curvaceous, androgynous 
figure, or pair, floats in space, twisting and 
turning ethereally through dense 
vegetation, the coils of a serpent, or gentle 
foliage that may well be underwater. 
Adeniyi-Jones’s compositions pack 
everything into a shallow plane. What 
appears at first to be rougher, more 
gestural brushwork—in, say, the upper 
right corner of an otherwise super-smooth 
canvas such as Blue Dancer, 2017—
becomes, with a closer look, an almost 
divine source of light filtering into the 
picture, adding depth, enhancing color, 
and deepening the mystery of who, what, 
and when we are seeing. 

Paintings such as Red Twins, 2016, owe 
an obvious debt to Matisse. The two Blue 
Dancer paintings included here, both 
2017, seem inconceivable without the 
dramatic turn in Chris Ofili’s career to the 
blue paintings he began making in 
Trinidad twelve years ago. But the real engine of influence is the book giving this exhibition its 
name—Robert Farris Thompson’s Flash of the Spirit (1984), a magisterial study of how the 
visual arts and philosophies of five ancient African civilizations traveled from the old world to 
the new, with everything from cosmograms and ideographs to praise-chants and divination 
literature taking on radically new forms and purposes as they entered the cultural milieus of 
Mexico, Brazil, the Caribbean, and the American South. 

Flash of the Spirit was first published not quite a decade before Adeniyi-Jones was born in 
London to a Yoruba family from Nigeria. Filled with drawings, photographic reproductions of 
priceless artifacts, and irresistible passages on notions of paradise and mystic coolness, 
Thompson’s book also provides a generous framework for the artist’s stylized vocabulary and 
playfulness with time. 

-Kaelen Wilson-Goldie 

Tunji Adeniyi-Jones, Blue Dancer, 2017, oil on canvas, 68 
x 54". 



Tunji Adenii-Jone “lue Dancer” (2017) oil on
canva, 68 x 54 inche(all image courte the
artit and Nicelle eauchene Galler)

Mot of the �gure in Tunji Adenii-
Jone’ exhiition at Nicelle eauchene
galler eem haped  the low pull of
a gravitational �eld that init on
everthing aemling at it piraling
center; or, converel, haped 
releae from that �eld, in the proce of
reuming a more uclidian form. Their
thick, loping thigh, curvilinear arm,
cinched toro, and tapered feet and
hand are all tlized a if aed on the
template of a voluptuou falling leaf.
ome of thee leave provide the
ackdrop for the forehortened
context in which the artit’ �gure
are placed. Thee forehortened

ackground, and the retricted palette of onl two or three dominant color in each
piece — often hue of the primar pigmentation color and primar additive color
for light, uch a dark lue to deep indigo; the varied green of foliage; or red
including tangerine and maroon — make thee curvaceou �gure feel like the come
from fale.

ART

When eaut I a Draw and a Diverion
Tunji Adenii-Jone ha dicovered the ene�t of unique
tlization: oject and �gure can e made in uch a mannered
wa that the ecome viual metaphor, �exile in their vaguene.
Seph Rodney 2 days ago

http://www.tunjiadeniyi-jones.com/
https://nicellebeauchene.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/
https://hyperallergic.com/reviews/art/
https://hyperallergic.com/author/seph-rodney/
https://hyperallergic.com/date/2017/12/21/


Intallation view of Flah of the pirit at Nicelle
eauchene

Tunji Adenii-Jone “Red Twin” (2016) oil on
canva, 60 x 56 inche

Nichelle eauchene releaed a pre
releae for Flah of the pirit that
explain the �gure a repreentation
of “ancient roalt a well a deitie of
the Yorua, called oriha.” ut thi
eem onl half poile. With hi
wah ruh troke Adenii-Jone ha
made �gure that are o tlized the
exit outide of time. Divine eing can
do o (if ou elieve in Horu how
poile i it to imagine a time when
the god did not exit?), ut aritocrat

are tpicall de�ned  their hitorical context. Adenii-Jone ha dicovered the
ene�t of unique tlization: oject and �gure can e made in uch a mannered
wa that the ecome viual metaphor, �exile in their vaguene. ecaue the
aren’t aociated with an peci�c et of narrative, the alo ecome �gure which
we can project into our own torie. Coincidentall, the alo ecome repreentative
of their maker. Here the �gure attach to omething that I can identif, that i the
painter’ amition and hi viion, uch a with Matie’ cutout in the Jazz erie.
Thi all mean that there in’t much pirit for me to �nd here. There i lovel
painting and ample facinating tle, and I’m left to wonder how far tle can carr
me and whether it will e to a worthwhile place.

Tunji Adenii-Jone’ exhiition for
Flah of the pirit continue at Nicelle
eauchene galler (327 roome treet,
Lower at ide, Manhattan) through
Decemer 23.

https://nicellebeauchene.com/exhibitions/tunji-adeniyi-jones/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jazz_(Henri_Matisse)
http://www.tunjiadeniyi-jones.com/
https://nicellebeauchene.com/exhibitions/tunji-adeniyi-jones/
https://nicellebeauchene.com/


	  





	  
	  
	  

Flash of the Spirit: Tunji Adeniyi-Jones at 
Nicelle Beauchene Gallery 
by Ariana Akbari 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

I shot a few quick glances at the geometric designs hanging in the Jack Hanley Gallery on the 
first floor, threw a greeting to the two gallerists –  in their office, busy rolling a canvas, and 
listened to the quiet knock-knock-knock of my Nike’s as I tiptoed up the wooden staircase to the 
Nicelle Beauchene Gallery space. There, on the top floor, where there was still a view of the floor 
below, I felt an immediate sense of suspension, as if I was standing in the sky. From the white 
walls – clouds, if you will indulge this reviewer in extended metaphor – several large swaths of 
color beamed from their canvases, striking me like a veritable rainbow, and successfully ushering 
away the frost of the winter morning, ushering in a decidedly warm presence projected by the 
artist Tunji Adeniyi-Jones in his Flash of the Spirit exhibition. 

Adeniyi-Jones draws influence from West African tradition and uses it to create his own world of 
captivating mythologies. The figures in the paintings alight from their surfaces, with voluptuous 
figures reminiscent of Matisse and colors reminiscent of those tropical flowers or butterflies that 
are so precious to rainforest landscapes. The characters on each canvas are at once regal, 
revolutionary, and filled with a near-animated spirit that cannot be named by the viewer. There is 

Tunji Adeniyi-Jones: Flash of the Spirit – Nicelle Beauchene Gallery, Installtion view, New York, 2017 



a sense of power and mystique emanating from many of them – a result of their belonging to 
stories which we do not have the privilege of knowing. 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

Particularly striking are the Blue Dancers, displayed as a pseudo-diptych along one wall and 
bringing room for further comparison to Matisse and his Blue Nudes. In them, bright pinks forge 
their own paths amid an undulating sea of light-to-dark cobalt, and the bodies depicted are caught 
mid fluid-motion. 

 

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Blue Dancer, 2017, oil on canvas, 68 x 54 inches. 

Resting Oryx, 2016, acrylic on paper, 80 x 80 inches. 



The singular piece, Resting Oryx, of a depiction of an animal — an antelope species native to 
Africa — further contextualizes the fictionalized ancient mythological domain to which Flash of 
the Spirit makes its claim. Bright eyes eerily alight from a blue beast in a forest of bright green, 
projecting a wisdom more similar to that captured in the humanesque figures on the canvases it 
accompanies. 

The world of Adeniyi-Jones is a world of glassy surfaces, delicate lines, and long strokes. The 
topographic quality of each makes them feel deeply personal in a way — as if you could imagine 
the hand tracing the lines. Although the mythologies depicted are largely unknown to the viewer, 
that is part of what makes them so intriguing. Along with imagining the physical creation of the 
pieces, one can imagine beyond them to the histories which prompted their creation.  

Flash of the Spirit is not to be missed and is on view at the Nicelle Beauchene Gallery at 327 
Broome St. until December 23, 2017. 

	  

The Magus, 2017, oil on canvas, 74 x 60 inches. 
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